Evaluation and management of cystic pancreatic tumors: emphasis on the role of EUS FNA.
Cystic lesions of the pancreas are increasingly recognized and usually represent pseudocysts or cystic pancreatic tumors (CPTs), but also include congenital cysts, acquired cysts, extrapancreatic cysts, or cystic degeneration of solid tumors. It is important to distinguish CPT lesions given their varied prognosis and therapy. Mucinous varieties of CPTs (mucinous cystic neoplasms and intraductal papillary mucinous tumors) are premalignant or malignant, and surgical resection is generally recommended in good operative candidates. In contrast, nonmucinous CPTs include serous cystadenomas with a very low malignant potential, or pseudocysts, which are always benign. As a result, nonmucinous CPTs are generally resected only when inducing symptoms or complications. Review of the clinical, imaging, laboratory, and pathology information may clarify the specific tumor type. The relatively limited accuracy of any one modality requires that we consider the combined results when making management decisions.